
HAVERING 90 JOGGERS EMERGENCY MEETING
MONDAY 19TH October 2020 HORNCHURCH CRICKET CLUB

ATTENDING D.Noonan, R.Winston, D.Radford, H.Monaghan, J.Hughes, R.Hagen, M.Green,   
E.Preston, BY ZOOM L.Gaskin,L.Burdett,L.Kelly, M.Dalby, D.Sherman,

APOLOGIES; R.Dobie & S.Dobie

As emergency meeting, minutes from last committee meeting not discussed

DN opened the meeting, thanked all for attending, by whatever medium and the main objective 
tonight was whether the club opens again on Tues/Thurs.
LG gave a summary of the results of the recent club survey, basically from approx 200+ members, 
less than half replied, of which approx 51 agreed club to open, but only10 happy. 
The consensus of the committee was to at least try.
DS stated under England Athletic rules, unlimited runners can meet outside in a COVID secure
environment, with coaching groups upto 12. This was prior to Fridays tier  2 rules.
MD suggested any group s/be kept to 6 and no H90J tops, agreed.
LK pointed out we have already had 2 members test positive so cannot be in a building.
LG advised Harold Wood running club meet outside and book in with a run leader but Dagenham 
88 have a COVID secure site to meet. 
DN asked the committee if we are prepared to vote Brian Fry in as our COVID officer, proposed by 
MD, seconded by RW, agreed by committee.
RH asked does this mean we are all looking for H90J to continue? All agreed yes.
DN said BF will require some marshals to cover when he is on shift, this must be voluntary.
DS/BF to discuss E.A/UK Gov guidelines and revert. 
HM explained how the Sunday with  runs work by complying with current COVID rules.
No one can run without passing their details to HM , these are put on a spread sheet and all must 
sign in. Currently approx 30 signed up but usually only about 18 each week, they are split into 
groups of 2/4/6 according to speed, distance or even mates. Most routes are one way,with minimal 
obstructions and wide paths, ie Country Park, and COVID compliant. 
RH asked why not use the Sunday run template for Tues/Thurs runs? All agreed, page to be set up.
All run leaders are covered by E.A. insurance so covers every run.
Agreed for DS/BF to bring Sunday runs in and in time bring in Tues/Thurs, until track & trace can 
be set up on web site all must be recorded. LG to speak with CT.  
LG to send message to members of committee decisions and forward plans.

Social Membership, this was set up, at a nominal fee, for members that had moved way but wished
to be involved in the social side. Members are not covered by E.A, insurance and therefore cannot 
organise any runs outside of the club. Any members can arrange to run with others through their 
own face book page. 

Next meeting TBA ASAP 


